• Van Accessories
• 4x4 Accessories
• Car Accessories
Service Focused

Service and experience is the cornerstone of the way we do business at Towing Equipment Limited.

Based in Dublin in a large industrial warehouse, our fitting crews are both static on site in Western Industrial Estate or we can take the hassle out of your busy timetable by either collecting your vehicle or installing the chosen accessory at your home by one of our mobile units.

This service applies to most products on offer however there are a few exceptions where the work is just too involved to undertake in the field. Please ring and we will be happy to discuss your individual requirements.

Towing Equipment Limited.
51 Elm Road,
Western Industrial Estate,
Naas Road,
Dublin 12.

Phone: 01 456 6780
Fax: 01 456 6781
E-mail: enquiries@towingequipment.ie

•Van Accessories  •4x4 Accessories  •Car Accessories
Brink Towbars

Brink is a grade one supplier to the automotive manufacturing industry. In many cases Brink Towbars are supplied by the car manufacturer as original equipment and meet the stringent test 94/20/EC which ensures a perfect fit as the towbar fits to the mounting points specified by the car manufacturer.

All Brink Towbars are supplied complete with all fixings and comprehensive fitting instructions.

There are three different styles of Brink Towbars which are available for the majority of vehicles, a fixed Swan Neck, Flange Ball or Detachable.

Brink Towbars come with a LIFETIME WARRANTY once fitted to the vehicle.

Detachable Towbars

Brink Detachable Towbars are much like the Swan Neck design when in use and can be easily removed - ideal for drivers who either want to retain the original aesthetics of their vehicle or who only want to use the towbar occasionally.

Swan Neck Towbars

Brink Swan Neck Towbar is the accepted European norm offering neater aesthetics.

Flange Ball Towbars

The Brink Two Bolt Flange Towbar is a more traditional design and is now mainly offered for Light Commercial Vehicles, 4x4s and popular Towing Vehicles where specific accessories are required. It is also possible to add a Jaw Ball and Pin fitting.

Brink Towbars come with a LIFETIME WARRANTY once fitted to the vehicle.
**Modular Rack**

These heavy duty racks are traditional style racks. Black powder coating ensures maximum corrosion resistance. Includes full width rear loading roller and front aerofoil reducing wind noise.

**Aluminium Rack**

The New Aluminium Rack is 25% lighter than a steel equivalent yet just as strong. Reduced wind noise and drag. Full width rear loading roller.

**Delta Roof Bars**

These roof bars are aerodynamic profile in shape to minimise wind noise and reduce fuel consumption. The bars are made from high tensile alloy steel for strength and versatility.

No drilling required, the system fits into the original mounting points on van roof making it easy to fit.

**LadderStow Ladder Rack 3.0 metre**

Quick and easy way of loading and unloading ladders for commercial vehicles. Avoids any need to climb onto the vehicle to clamp the ladder in place.
Pipe Tube Carrier - Universal Fit

The secure way to carry piping. Comes in 2 or 3 meter length. Both ends have a key locking system (2 keys supplied).

Delta Bar Roller System

This attaches to the rear Delta Bar and includes support brackets and pads.

A rear roller system offers an easier method of loading and unloading from the roof bars minimising the risk of damage to the vehicle.

Rhino SafeStow3

The safest and easiest solution for loading and unloading long ladders on high roof vehicles.

It is fully adjustable to carry most types of ladder up to 55kg in weight.

Rhino SafeStep

The safe solution of a rear step for your van. The bespoke design per vehicle means SafeStep™ is set to the optimum height and complements the aesthetics of the vehicle.

Manufactured from a steel frame and coated in an electro plated black undercoat with a polyester powder top coat to ensure maximum corrosion resistance.

Available in black or yellow with an option for reversing sensors. All steps are TUV approved.

Rear Door Ladder

Comes in different lengths depending on the roof height of your van with bespoke fitting kit for each van.

SafeClamp Ladder Clamps - Universal Fit

Safe way to secure your ladders. Comes complete with locks.

Rhino Load Stops

Prevents sideways movement of your load. Suitable for use with both Delta Bar systems and Modular Rack systems.
Using CNC technology, Towing Equipment Limited manufactures its own precision lining kits to exacting standards. Shelves can be designed to the exact customer’s requirements.

All work is undertaken in-house ensuring fast turn around whether you are an owner driver, a fleet operator or Light Commercial Dealer. Speed & quality is also assured with production occurring on-site. The fit and finish along with the service provided will be sure to meet all your requirements. We are happy to modify from standard to suit individual requirements. It is this flexibility which has helped us secure many fleet and individual contracts.
Complete Van Systems

Sourced direct from Italian manufacturer, Syncro System is an internal Van Racking system for Light Commercial Vehicles, which meets the needs of all mobile professionals.

Comes in modular form, each fit out is bespoke to each individual vehicle. Manufactured in mild steel and crash tested. The range consist of Drawer Packs, Open Shelves with dividers, Lin Bins, Van locks, Cargo Rail and Lashing straps.
**Roll Cover**

The Mountain Top Roll Cover is a highly functional retractable tonneau cover made of aluminium.

It is lockable to the bed which secures the cargo area, keeping it clean.

Sport Bar can be fitted with the Mountain Top Roll.

**Bed Liner**

The Plastic Liner is a durable bedliner designed to keep the bed of your vehicle free of damage and comes in both overall and underrail options.

**Canopies**

Canopies vary in design depending on your vehicle - Commercial solid sided, Commercial gullwinged and Standard Canopy with side windows.

All canopies can be colour coded.

**4X4 Accessories**

Cobra SOR is the largest supplier of Stainless Steel A-Bars, Side Bars and Side Steps. All A-Bars are type approved and accompanied with a certificate.
Emergency Lighting

When emergency lighting is required we install Britax Quality beacons, light bars, spot lamps and work lights. As with all products we offer, we choose this high quality brand for reliability in the field.

Reversing Cameras

5.6” Colour Screen. Input 1 or 2 cameras. Suitable for 12/24 volt.

Bulkheads

Separates the cab area from the cargo area for maximum protection against shifting loads.

Available in timber or powder coated steel.

Interior LED Lights

Low Voltage High Output lighting for the Cargo area.

Rear Chevrons

Suitable for all commercial vehicles. Comes in Fluorescent material or Diamond Grade material.

Rear Window Guards

Made from plated steel and finished in a powder coating.

Comes with an option of a grille (punched) or solid.

Cargo Restraint

Cargo rail and straps suitable for securing cargo in place. It is cut to length depending on your requirements.

Rear Door Locks

Securing the Cargo area of your van.
**Thule WingBar**
WingBars are aerodynamically shaped, lightweight and made of aluminium - thereby reducing wind noise to a minimum and being more fuel efficient. WingBars are equipped with a full width T-Track system for load accessories.

**WingBar Edge**
The WingBar Edge is the premium roof bar within the Thule range. This is the quietest bar with less drag. It is a low profile system. Original equipment styling.

**Classic SquareBar**
Thule classic SquareBars are one of the most popular roof bars. These offer value for money and are made of steel and coated in black plastic for a durable finish.

**Cycle Carriers**
Thule offer a wide range of Cycle Carriers:
- Roof Mounted
- Tailgate Mounted
- Towbar Mounted

**SlideBar**
Thule SlideBars make loading and unloading as simple a procedure as possible. SlideBars are designed to extend up to 60 cm each side of the car. This is particularly useful on taller vehicles or when a stretch is required to reach to the middle of the roof.
**Towbar Mounted:**

Most popular range of cycle carriers. Starting at 2 bike Xpress Pro base model up to 4 Bike G6 Platform with lights. Carriers also available for electric bikes.

---

**Roof Mounted:**

There are four models of roof mounted carriers - Sprint, ProRide, OutRide and FreeRide. Patented Acu-Tight clamping head “clicks” when optimal hold is reached. Your bike can be locked in position when fitted to the carrier.

---

**Raceway**

This provides the facility of carrying bikes if you do not have a towbar. Carries 2 to 3 bikes. Foldable and easy to store.

---

**Thule Hull-a-Port**

The easy way to carry a Kayak. Fits all types of roof bars.

---

**Thule Kayak Support**

Carries 1 or 2 Kayaks. Suitable for all roof bars.

---

**Roof Boxes**

Thule offer a full range of roof boxes which come in both silver and black finish. Thule boxes are dual side opening offering easy loading access from either side. Fast grip fixing system. The boxes vary in size and load capacity from 320 Ltr up to 630 Ltr.
- Towbars
- Roof Racks
- Van Lining & Fitout
- Van Rear Protection
- Shelving Systems
- Signage & Graphics
- Emergency Lighting
- 4x4 Accessories

- Roof Bars
- Roof Boxes
- Cycle Carriers
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